Between Bath Spritz

Keep your pet smelling fresh, long after bathing! Use immediately following your pet’s bath or between baths.

Between Bath gives a new perspective on staying fresh! Soft, manageable fur is just a spritz away for long, lasting fragrance with lots of shine. The dye and alcohol FREE formula will also replenish moisture to your pets’ coat. Let the fragrance, odor neutralizers, conditioners and detangling agents do the dirty work and extend a few more days between baths.

**Aloe Island**
- A unique blend of aloe and hints of cool island breezes.
- #05410 8 oz. Aloe Island Spritz -12/case

**Banana/Oatmeal**
- Premium swirled action of sweet banana and rich oatmeal oils.
- #05411 8 oz. Banana/Oatmeal Spritz -12/case

**White Coconut Supreme**
- Tropical, nutty, and sweetness elements twisted into a sweet coconut milk treatment.
- #05413 8 oz. White Coconut Supreme Spritz -12/case

**Baby Fresh**
- A gentle, light and refreshing clean for young sensitive skin.
- #05414 8 oz. Baby Fresh Spritz -12/case

**Red Clover Tea**
- A custom blended formula of luscious aromatics of sweet English tea with a hint of scarlet ripe raspberries.
- #05417 8 oz. Red Clover Tea Spritz -12/case

Simply spray on and brush through your pets’ coat.

GREAT TO USE ON ALL PETS!
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Natural Touch®
FABRIC & ROOM Refresher

Breathe fresh and freely with Natural Touch Fabric & Room Refresher. Transform your pets’ own space and shared spaces throughout your home. Add to your regular cleaning routine by misting your pets’ favorite spaces:

• Cozy, warm pet bed
• Your hard to wash bedding
• Pets’ favorite lounge spot on the carpet in the family room or bedroom
• Rugs by your pets’ designated sightseeing spots by doors or windows
• Snuggle up areas on your couch
• Car interiors from their fun past time “Going for a ride”
• Pets’ fashionable apparel

Natural Touch Fabric & Room Refresher makes it easy to create an atmosphere of fresh comfort for you and your pet. Simply mist upholstery, carpet, curtains and the air as you move through the room.

Safe on virtually all fabrics. On materials which may water spot (silk, etc), test in an inconspicuous area. Use only as intended.

8 oz. Pump Spray Bottles

#05551 Clean Linen  #05552 French Lavender  #05554 Wild Berry Bliss  #05556 Rainforest
#05553 Melon Passion  #05555 Spring Blossom  #05557 Citrus Zest
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